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A PROPERTY MANAGER SHARES TIPS FOR RESPOI{DING TO

INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVI0UR By sH,0M0sHAB'il

It is common for a condominium corporation
to have a unit owner who is unhappy with
whatever is being done in the building, and
always criticizes things and insists that things
should have been done differently. This same
owner may even sometimes complain about
his fellow residents.

Comp[aints and criticism are one thing, and can
certain[y be vatid. Sometimes, however, an owner
crosses a [ine, acting abusiveLy towards the
management companys emptoyees, the board, and
other residents. Abusive behaviour can take the form
of threatening e-maits and fout [anguage, and in some
instances can get physical..

As the condo corporation's governing body, the board
is responsibLe for deating with owners. Often, an
owner who acts abusivety is looking for a reaction.
lf the board keeps the fol.Lowing tips in mind when
responding to such an owner, it has a better chance of



defusing the situation.

Set rules

lf owners want to raise their concerns

at a board meeting or annual general

meeting (AGM), it's important to set
ground ru[es.

Advise owners that they can make

arrangements to present their
concerns at the next board meeting,

but attach a time [imit to their
presentation. Likewise, provide AGM

attendees with rutes of conduct

before the meeting.

lf owners interrupt, the chair can

te[[ them they can't be heard at that
time, as the meeting must proceed

according to the agenda. However,

these owners shou[d be totd that
they wil.l. have a chance to speak at

the appropriate time.

Establish zero to[erance for foul or

abusive [anguage.

Stay calm, stick to the facts
lf an owner uses foul [anguage in

letters, e-mai[s, or phone ca[[s to
board members, management staff,

contractors or other owners, te[[
the owner to stop. However, leave

emotion out of it. one way of doing

this is to simpty say, "Your point has

been noted and the matter wiLL be

consideredl

Ask the owner(s) to refrain from
ca[[ing or suggest theytake a different
approach. lt is very important that the
board members and management

staff never threaten owners.

lf an AGM chair reacts emotionatly to
an owner who stands up and tries to
control the meeting,that owner may

escatate the disruptive exchange

and force the chair to end the
meeting. Remember that meetings

are conducted in accordance with
an agenda, and the chair should

keep the meeting on track. lf the
disruption occurs during the "Other

Business" section of the meeting, the
chair should stick to the facts and

avoid the emotionaI aspect.

Ensure safety

Given the risk that abusive behaviour

can turn physicat, it's important to
ensure everyone's safety.

lf an owner continues to be disruptive

during an AGM, the chair shou[d not
hesitate to ask that owner to leave

the meeting. The board shoutd atso

advise the owner that the issue was

noted and wil.t be reviewed by the
board at a different time.

lf a disruptive owner refuses to leave
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the meeting, ca[[ security and/or the
police. As a last resort, this measure

should only be used if the owner has

refused to compty with the chair's

direction. Sometimes, if the board

is aware that an owner(s) might try
to disrupt a meeting ahead of time,
it may want to consider hiring a

security company to be present, just

in case.

It is important to keep a record of
al.l. the te[ephone ca[[s, e-mai[s and

letters that contain any harassing,

abusive, or threatening comments.

Ul.timately, if an owner continues his

or her abusive behaviour, the board

should have the corporation's lawyer
send that owner a letter.

Boards and management shou[d

always welcome an ownerl
legitimate concerns, even if it is

coming from the same person time
and again. However, it is important
to distinguish between a chronic

comptainer and an owner who resorts

to unacceptab[e behaviour.
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NO RENT - AGAIN?

DON'T HAVE THE TIME TO HANDLE THE PROBLEM?

NOT SURE WHATTO DO OR WHAT CAN BE DONE?

CALL: EDMONTON EVICTION SERVICES lNC.
7 80.97 4.8427 x (Fl 7 80.997 .9387

don@edmontonevictionservices.com


